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Facing freedom
and war

Admiration turns
deadly in Swimfan

Volleyball receives
national attention

I
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The Guardian
Web Poll

Do you think the U.S.r,
involved in a fight upc

'd be

1) Yes, it is out duty to get "rid" of Wi >rism.
2) Yes, we should be involved for other
reasons.
3) No, we shouldn't be finishing George
Senior's war.
4) No, polititians are only benefiting from
our
concerns.

Welcome Back
from

Campus Ministry
Located between Allyn Han and The Woods
Catholic Mass Schedule
Sat. 5p.m. ~ Sun. 11a.m. ~ Sun. 6:30 p.m.

Around 50 golfcarts were used to transport belongings to
dorms on move in day.
Photo by Justin Allan Garman

CAMPUS CRIME
Arson/Related offenses
Sept. 3- WSU Police were
dispatched to the College
Park, Cimmaron area on a
report of two males shootin" a BB gun.
Larceny
Aug. 29- A WSU staff
member reported an esti-

Web
www.wrtgh!.edu/s!u<Jon!orgs/minislfy/newman

WELCOME STUDENTS!
Lambda Union

Gay, Lesbian Bisexual, Transgender, &
S t r a i g h t Supportive Students
Step fcy and v i s i t us in our office!
W047 SU
775-5565
www.wright.edu/studentorgs/lambda_union

reported stolen from a
College Park residence.
Traffic

Sept. 5- A mountain bike
was reported stolen from
a College Park residence.
Sept. 5- Goods estimated
at a value of S12.00 were

Sept. 6- A non-injury traffic accident occurred at
the intersection of
University Boulevard and
Springwood Lane.

News Bits

Campus Ministers:
Fr. Chris Rohmiller
Joan Marquis
Phone: 426-1836

mated S150.00 in stolen
property from University
Hall.

West Nile Virus continues to kill
The total number of
deaths related to West Nile
has reached 64. An additional ten people have died
from West Nile this year
according to the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention. Reported cases
include Illinois,
Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, and Michigan,
which has accounted for
four deaths. The CDC has
reported a total of 1,438
cases in 30 states and
Washington D.C. The virus
has made its way from
Africa and the Middle East,
and first appeared in 1999
in the U.S.
Event hopes to unite

incoming students
On Tuesday, September 17
WSU held a Freshman
Convocation to welcome
new students and promote
a relationship between students, faculty, and staff.
Today the Wright State
Convocation will be held at
3 p.m. where President
Kim Goldenberg will
launch the new school
year.
Governor Taft awards
research grants
Governor Bob Taft
announced the award of
three research grants last
Thursday from the
Biomedical Research and
Technology Transfer
Commission's Partnership
Award program. A collabo-

ration between university
and private sector scientists will join forces in the
projects that Taft said will
be "instrumental in furthering the goal of making
Ohio a premier state in
biomedical research."
Hispanic Heritage Month
gets set
Hispanic heritage month
will be celebrated by activities scheduled from
September through
October that celebrate different aspects of Hispanic
culture through movies,
art, food, and presentations. The Asian/
Hispanic/Native American
Center will sponsor the
event and hold open house
from 2-4 p.m. on Thursday
in 154 Millet Hall.
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Dining service:
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Dan Brock
Ne«- r ditor

the goals of the linion
Market is to provide members of the WSU community
As he school year begins with meals that are prepared
dining services is planning to right before their eyes using
open WSU's new eating facili- fresh ingredients; fresh new
ty, the Union Market. School flavorful menu items with
officials are anticipating the the end result being great
tasting food," said Ralston.
grand opening by early
The Union Market will
October of this year.
The facility was designed differ from other WSU dining
facilities in that homemade
by Thomas Ricca and
style meals will be served as
Associates, a highly touted
opposed to fast food.
design company from
The cost of the renovaDenver, Colorado. "The
tions to the upper west end
design team from Ricca and
Associates spent a great deal of the Student Union, primaof time with members of the rily the creation of the Union
VVSU community designing a Market, will be approximately S8.3 million.
unique dining operation to
The new facility is part of
meet specific needs of our
WSU's "master plan" for dincampus," said Ron Ralston,
ing services. "The master
WSU marketing manager.
The Union Market, with a plan was developed several
years ago to meet t he chalseating capacity of 550, will
be located in the upper west lenge of the changing dining
needs of the VVSU campus.
end of the Student Union.
The new facility will include The plan called for systematically developing new operasix different venues where
tions to replace outmoded
campus community memdining facilities on campus,"
bers can sample a variety of
said Ralston.
dishes.
With the opening of the
The food will be preUnion Market the current
pared in front of the cusStudent Union eating facility.
tomer as they wait. "One of

Staff run through the food pi perations before the Market will open.
Photo by Justin Garman
Union Station, will close.
Union Market and other VVSU
However, the new facility will facilities. "The dining service Friday, 1 lam-7pm Saturday
not affect The Hangar, locat- advisory committee will con- and Sunday.
ed in Allyn Hall.
tinue to meet monthly to
This year dining services
The new facility will
gain feedback through stuare also planning to unveil a
employ approximately 35
dent representatives on that
new coffee shop called the
full-time and 25 part-time
Wright Cup and a convencommittee," said Ralston.
workers.
The hours of operation
ience store in the Honors
Dining service officials
for the new facility will be
Community that will replace
are encouraging students to
8am-2pm,and 4:30-7pm
The Depot.
give feedback on the new
Monday-Thursday, 8am-4pm

QoHenterg's term extended to 2007
Millet Hall opens
doors to students
By Valerie Lough
Staff Writer

The Board of Trustees at
Wright State has extended
President Kim Goldenberg's
term another four years, the
Office of Communications
and Marketing announced
August 19. The Board decided to extend President
Goldenberg's current term to
2007 although his current
term doesn't expire until
next year.
Discussions for renewal
of the President's contract
normally take place a year
before expiration of the current term, said Cindy Young,
Executive Director of the

Dr. Kim Goldenberg
Office of Communications
and Marketing. Young confirmed that the proposal to
extend Goldenberg's term
didn't meet with any opposition. "It was a pretty simple
decision," Said Young.
"The Board believes that
Dr. Goldenberg's commitment to academic excellence,

fiscal responsibility, attracting talented people and fostering community partnerships have enabled him to
take Wright State to the next
level," said chair of WSU's
board of trustees Mike
Adams.
No other changes were made
within the President's 5-year
contract said Young. Like all
faculty members, Goldenberg
was granted a "salary
increase" according to
Young, but specifics of the
increase were not disclosed.
There were also no changes
in the duties or responsibilities of President Goldenberg
or of his staff.
President Goldenberg's

Continued on p. 11

By Jake Stanley
Assistant News Editor

moved into the building
over the summer.
Work was completed
Millet Hall officially
under the S16 million budgopens for classes today
et and artwork designed by
after undergoing a renovaTim Prentice was added in
tion that began during win- the open atrium.
ter quarter 2001.
All inspections went well
"It's colorful, inviting,
according to Beverly
and has lots of room. A
Denlinger, senior project
wonderful change from the
manager. "We were fortu'sterile environment' of
nate to have an experienced
Allyn Hall," said secretary
contractor (Buckeye Electric)
and student Terry Hines.
to conduct the Life Safety
Millet Hall construction
inspection.."
was completed in June and
Denlinger expected there
the sod was layed and furni- to be some issues that
ture installed over the sumContinued on p.11
mer. Vending services also
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Bolinga Center assists in student transition
By Ty Swonger
Staff Writer
The fourth annual
Pathways n> Success was presented to the incoming students of WSU on m o w in day
in the all-purpose room in
the Student Union.
The Pathways to Success
began as a grant from the
Provost back in 1999 and is
the first installment to the
Vision Mentoring Program,
which primarily assists first
year African American students. These and other programs are available through
the Bolinga Center.
Also being provided this
year by the Vision Mentoring
Program is a freshmen seminar course that can be found
in the fall scheduling booklets under UVC 111 section
42.

The Bolinga O n t e r has
moved from thi
Union to the net
'i'd
Millet Hall, room
The ewnt beg,
ie
Assistant Director of
nt
Life, Tonya Mathis, Wright
State's President, l)i.
(ioidenberg, and Director of
the Provost, Dr. Moo e welcoming all the incoming students and their parents to
WSU. The university then
provided lunch.
l unch was followed by a
presentation by the Grace
Dance Group, information on
Vision Mentoring Program, a
Greek Step Stroll of the different sororities and fraternities, a slide show from the
African American Residential
Community, and closing
comments by Tonya Mathis.
"What we try to do with
pathways is make sure that
the student's transition into

college is as smooth as possible." said Mathis.
The Pathways to Success
program helps to ensure this
by enabling upper-classmen
students to keep in contact
with the incoming students
through phone calls, postcards and the Pathways to
Success website found at
www.wright.edu/pathways.
Speaking on behalf of the
Bolinga Center and the
Vision Mentoring Program
was Assistant to the Director
of the Bolinga Center Corey
Left ridge.
" I he Mentoring Program
is a student-initiated organization that began in 1998,"
said Left ridge. "Its purpose is
to support African American
students through their first
year by connecting them
with a peer, an upper-classmen who has been here and
has succeeded as a student."

students to get
invoiwd with
the different
organizations
and the university," said Reana

Members of KAPPA ALPHA PSI represented their fraternity, one of the oncampus organizations that attended
"Pathways to Success".
Hoskins,

graduate student in Urban
Affairs.

get our email edition

.
...

stay informed.

get our headline news, local weather, college sports
and campus events delivered right to your inbox.

www.theguardianonline.com
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Amendment to constitution^ Rat
promotes controversy
By Ty Swonger
StaffV

Ohio vo ers will be presented with Issue 1, a possible amendment to the drug
legislation of the Ohio
Constitution on November 5.
If passed the amendment
will alter Ohio's constitution
to require a court to order
treatment instead of incarceration for first and second
time offenders charged with
or convicted of possession or
use of narcotics.
The offenders will not be
eligible for treatment if convicted of a violent felony
within a period of five years
of committing the offense.
Other instances that will
negate the offender's eligibility include misdemeanors
involving theft or violence.
Issue 1 would also create
a S'lbstance Abuse
Treatment Fund and require
the state to spend a total of
S247 million to pay for treatment. This figure breaks
down to approximately S19
million for the remainder of
2003 and S38 million annually through 2009.
Other amendments
include limiting the mandatory minimum sentencing to
a maximum of 90 days. The
issue would also wipe the
slate clean for all previous
drug offenders, enabling
multiple offense drug
abusers to be treated like
first time offenders.
"I don't feel comfortable
voting for an amendment
that will give repeat offenders the opportunity to skip

Get your
WSU news
FIRST in
The
Guardian

"Should the amendment
pass, the state legislature would have wide latitude in writing rules
under which the measure would be enforced,"
- Edward Orlett,
chairman of the Ohio
chapter of the Campaign
for New Drug Laws
out on treatment and prolong the inevitable," said student Beka Draper.
Issue 1 would also allow
an offender who has successfully completed the treatment to have applicable
records sealed and the conviction that prompted the
request expunged.
"1 think it is wrong for
people in public occupational
positions such as a bu.. driver to be able to keep an
offense such as a possession
charge off their record," said
marketing major Liz
Maloney.
The results of the first
Dispatch Poll of 2002
showed the proposal being
backed by the majority of
the population. However with
the release of the actual ballot language, that figure has
shifted to show that the
majority of the people are
beginning to shy away from
the issue.
Proponents of the amendment include George Soros,
an international philanthropist, Peter B. Lewis, head of
Progressive Insurance of
Cleveland, George Sperling,
founder of the University of
Phoenix, and Edward Orlett,
chairman of the Ohio chapter

85 Free

.impaign for New
Ui
ws. "Should the
amendment pass, the state
Ic gislature would have wide
i ititude in writing rules
u ider which the measure
would be enforced," said
Orlett.
Opponents of the issue
include Governor Bob Taft,
Toledo Mayor Jack Ford and
Dan Barkstale of McKinley
Hall, a drug and alcohol clinic in Springfield.
Construction on The Rathskellar fall quarter of 2001.
"I strongly believe that
Photo by Justin Garman
there should be more money
Dan Brock
the renovations to the Rat
for treatment, I equally
will attract more attention
believe that this is the wrong News Editor
from students. "As the uniway to go," said Barkstale.
versity identifies the money
Mr. Barkstale continued
With the opening of the
for the Rat's renovations,
by explaining that some of
new Union Market, the
activities will resume and be
the repeat offenders, given
Rathskellar will no longer
even better than before. With
the chance to have their
serve primarily as a dining
this activity, student traffic
slates wiped clean would use venue.
should increase and students
the option of treatment as a
Dining services' master
will be thinking of the Rat as
means to "sell more stuff."
plan calls for half the facilia destination," said Ralston.
"Think about it, here is a
ties square footage to be
The student's side, when
repeat offender, sent, to a
used for their administrative
treatment resort, with all the
offices." I his will provide an complete, is expected to have
a
seating
capacity of approxibest customers. What's
excellent location for us, in
wTong with this picture?"
relation to Union Market and mately 100. The Rat will also
retain the stage for performSaid Barkstale.
its support," said Ron
ing acts.
As of September 4, the
Ralston, WSU Marketing
The UAB will be primarily
measure's proponents subMajor.
responsible for decor decimitted 420,000 valid signaThe other half of the Rat
tures, more than enough to
will be used for student pro- sions and entertainment programming of the student's
qualify the issue for the balgramming by the Union
lot in November. The follow- Activities Board. The building side. Some of potential
ing day Secretary of State
of the administrative offices events are performances by a
variety of bands, karaoke
Kenneth Blackwell certified
is part of the Union Market
night, comedians, poetry
the issue to the ballot.
project but funds have not
slams, and open mike night,
Issue 1 is not a law but
yet been identified for renoan amendment of the Ohio's
vations to the student's side. etc.
State Constitution; an
WSU officials are hoping
amendment that would take
a minimum of two years to
alter if provisions are dissatBUY - SELL - TRADE- CONSIGN
isfactory after an extended
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
period of time.

MUSIC-GO-ROUND

e Millionare

Report

Earn up to

fmfng

,000 weekly.

www.pbandassociates.com

7 minutes from Wright State
www.musicgoround/beavercreek.com
The Best Way to Rent Is Not To Rent At All!

10% off
ALL Accessories
with this ad!
Offer expires 10/31/02

HOURS
Mon-Fri 10am-8pm
Sat 10am-6pm
Sun 1-5pm

427-4382
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Improving Home lmi ament
^
Get your school year off to a great start!
i" i-:

From c o f f e e m a k e r s to toasters, w e
have every small appliance you need!

^

|

|

6* x 9 ' O v e r s i z e d R u g

• F a s h i o n c o l o r s b l e n d w i t h a n y d « c o r • F V - r t e c t for d o t
r o o m s , dens, b e d r o o m s , c l a s s r o o m s , etc ' H e a v y - w e i f
bound r u g • Durable for high traffic areas # 1 8 3 9 5 0

2 . 5 Cu. Ft. C o m p a c t R e f r i g e r a t o r
• Freezer w i t h i c e c u b e tray - A d j u s t a b l e a u t o m a t i c
t h e r m o s t a t »1 full w i d t h r e f r i g e r a t o r s h e l f # 1 1 4 5 1 0

; 0 . 7 C u . Ft.
i Countertop
Microwave

pile construction • 100% nylon ftbor
r use •Washable # 2 0 3 2 0 4 , 3 8 0 . 3 8 3 . 4 8 0
iHioW OMi J.'i iIcrrs»»ilpiudul

•700 watta #91015

Storage Tower
•with B o n u s P a c k
* l n c i i d M two b o n i s

W h e e l e d U n d e r b e d B.

6-Outle t
Power Strip
# 1 0 0 0 0 : 1 1 2014

1 4" » 50"
Polished
E d g e Do<
Mirror
#26204

2850 l-Centre Dr.
Fairborn, OH 45324
(937)427-1110
Mon-Sat 6am-10pm
Sun 8am-8pm

6300 Wilmington Pk.
Centerville. OH 45459
(937)848-5600
Mon-Sat 6am-10pm
Sun 8am-8pm

8421 Old Troy Pike
Huber Heights, OH 45424
(937)235-2920
Mon-Sat 6am-10pm
Sun 8am-8pm
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Welcome Week helps new students adjust to college
By Jake Stanley
Assistant News Editor

Welcome Week kicked off
last Saturday when students
bega i».o" ing into campus
apartments, and it will continue thi oughout the week.
The ever l culminates with
Fall Fest to be held on
Friday, Sept. 20, from 10
a.m.- 3 p.m. on the quad.
Fall Fest will feature
tables set up along the quad
representing organizations
within the university.
Activities will include a
climbing wall, bouncy boxing, gladiator joust, and a
bungee run.
"Welcome Week offers a

chance for faculty to meet
and greet new and returni
students and to help get
first year and transfer students acclimated to the cam
pus and feel a part of the
Wright State Community,"
said Tonya Mathis, student
life coordinator.
"This is a significant time
for both new and returning
students. It's our hope that
students will be made aware
of what is available on campus."
Mathis hopes that the
event is a continued success
as it has been in the past. A
new addition this year to the
weeklong festivities is First
Year Friday Connections.

"f irst Year Friday
nnections is a series of
is scheduled throughout
all quarter to provide
oing connections for
year students," said

Mathis.
The events of First Year
Friday Connections are
scheduled Fridays beginning
Sept. 27 and run through
Nov. 22 when a pep rally will
be held in the Student Union.

READ ME! You
know you
want to...
The Guardian

Hey! We're online:
www.theguardianonline.com

^

Futon Factory

i

The Smart Choice. T h e Practical Choice.
Entertains like a sofa
-Sleeps like a bed
-Priced less than a
traditional sofa bed
-Change your style?
Cf ange the look.
Change the cover,
it's that easy!
-Can be easily
disassembled and moved
-Perfect for ti .e den, office, 'amily
room, spare room, dorm rooms,
ANYWHERE!

MIJI) VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT!

E\*3its include nud v-fcall, n n r b slip-n-slids, kickkail, rollerhLade brocm t a l l , cutcbcr basketball,
horseshoes, feed and prizes.
The tcumamait will take place at
Qxoxh of the f^fezanare (1850 N. Fairfield Ri) cn
Saturday, Sgpterrber 28. Ftegistraticn will begin at
9an and the irud will begin to f l y a t 9:30a.m!
E£ch team rrey have i p to 10 players with i p to 6 cn
the axirt at a time. The exst per teem of 6 CH: ntxe is
$60; tears with less than 6 players will erst $10 per
persn. Proceeds will go to ceve: the ccst of the teurnameit.
Tcurrarrait will be cceri to a l l college and
agss 18-30. U n e will be prizes far the f i r s t crri secend place teems and every pdayo: will receive a T^lirt!! Mst nail in e r t r y form and payment by
Septarber 25, so that toumarmt brackets cai be
put tcgetber.
To receive an e t r y fcam or to find cut irrae infer rraticn, cxxitact Kari Sutherland at (937)426-3926 or.
ksutherland@bcnaz.ccm. Entry fairs can also be
obtained tiircugh the w=b page www.bcnaz.ccm.

Twin Size Futon &
Frame $169
Full Size Futon
& Frame $209

•TtifO/NS

Bean Bags $59
Loungers
Matching Coffee & End
Tables
Over 600 Fabric
& Cover Choices

FUTON FACTORY
SOFA BY DAY BED BY NIGHT

The M i d w e s t ' s Largest F u t o n Retailer
8 1 0 6 S p r i n g b o r o P i k e (937) 291-3000 (In front of Circuit City by Dayton Mall)
Three Locations In Cincinnati and Two Locationa In Columbua Alaol
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Senator Eyes Terrorists for W.
Nile
By DAVID GRAM
Associated Press Writer
A senator who was the
target of an anthrax-laden
envelor sent to his
Wash, .gtou office last year
has raised the possibility
that terrorists may be
responsib.» for the spread

of another disease: the West
Nile virus.
Sen. Patrick Leahy called
on the government to examine whether terrorism is
involved in a West Nile outbreak that has killed i>4 people this year.
1 think we have to ask
ourselves: Is it coincidence
that we're seeing such an

increase in West Nile virus
or is that something that's
tested as a biological
against us?" Said
H- chairman of the
tidiciary Committee.
Vermont Democrat
made tne remarks on a radio
t.' lk show broadcast on
v KDR in Burlington and
Y\ *1EV in Waterbury. In a

statement issued later by his
office, Leahy said he could
point to no specific evidence
that the outbreak of the mosquito-borne virus was linked
to terrorism.
A spokesman for the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention said
Thursday that there is no evidence to suggest an ac t of

Survive the semester
w i t h music from Meijer!

bioterrorism.
The spokesman, Tom
Skinner, said the cycle of the
disease and its transmission
— from mosquitoes to birds
and to people — is what one
would expect with West Nile.
All of that points to this
being a naturally occurring
outbreak," he said.
According to the CDC,
nationally, 1,29" people
have contracted the disease
and 54 have died.
Leahy's office also
released excerpts Thursday
from previous news and
congressional committee
reports saying officials had
downplayed the fear that the
spread of West Nile virus
might be the work of bioterrorists.
' In the times in which
we live, questions about our
vulnerabilities are unavoid
able, and finding all the
answers we can is more
important than ever," Leahy
said in the statement. I
have no way of knowing
what the answers are, but
some legitimate questions
have been asked, especially
before September 11 last
year, and no doubt they are
being asked anew by the
agencies that are working on
this."
West Nile first appeared
in the United States in 1999
when an outbreak in New
York killed seven people.
That October, The New
Yorker magazine published
an article focusing on a book
by an alleged Iraqi defector,
who said Saddam Hussein
may have developed a lethal
strain of the virus to use as
a biological weapon.
A report issued in July
2000 by the minority staff of
the Senate Government
Affairs Committee said,
'law enforcement, public
health, and intelligence officials have investigated the
possibility that West Nile
virus resulted from a biotcrrorist attack but believe that
this is very unlikely."
WWW.

theguardianonline.
com
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these efforts, one has to
assume that they have not
been playing tiddlywinks,
thai they have been focusing

Bush gives Iraq
an ultimatum
By Jim Landers
r „ Dallas Morning News
(KRT)

I S. officials and Iraqi
defectors say that Iraq has
stepped up work on a
nuclear weapons program
that was just months away
from perfecting a bomb
before the 1990-1991 Gulf
War.
No one is yet suggesting
publicly that Iraq has an
atomic bomb. The scientists
that Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein calls his "nuclear
mujahedeen," or holy warriors, are believed to lack
the means for now to manufacture highly enriched uranium.
"I don't think he has it
right now," said Robert
Gallucci, a former special
U.S. ambassador on nonproliferation and a weapons
inspector in Iraq. "But do I
want to bet New York City
on that? No."
President Bush recently
told the United Nations on
that action will be unavoidable against Iraq if Saddam
Hussein does not immediately abandon his chemical,
biological and nuclear
weapons programs.
"Many of us are convinced that Saddam will
acquire such weapons fairly
soon," Vice President Dick
Cheney said last week in
San Antonio. "Armed with
an arsenal of these weapons
of terror, and sitting atop
10 percent of the world's oil
reserves, Saddam Hussein
could then be expected to
seek domination of the
entire Middle East."
Iraq's ambassador to the
United Nations said in early
September that Iraq no
longer has weapons of mass
destruction programs.
"We have no nuclear
bomb. We have no weapons
of mass destruction,"
Ambassador Mohammed
Aldouri said on NBC's
"Today" show.
Reports from defectors.

the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and
nonproliferation specialists
point to new efforts by Iraq
to cross the nuclear weape ns
threshold.
IAEA scientists said Sept.
5 that satellite photos show
new buildings at sites where
weapons inspectors found
nuclear weapons programs
between 1991 and 1998.
Hussein's agents are
apparently hunting for a
nuclear core in the former
Soviet Union. Two reports of
Iraqi nuclear smuggling surfaced this summer.
The IAEA reported to the
United Nations in 1999 that
it had "fully and effectively"
dismantled Iraq's nuclear
weapons program. Former
arms inspector Scott Ritter,
who years ago discovered
four nuclear bomb packages
in Iraq that lacked only a
nuclear core, has argued that
the program was demolished
and that the Bush administration's warnings are only s
pretext for war.
Former weapons inspectors who tried to demolish
Iraq's weapons programs
after the Gulf War say Iraq
had at least two workable
designs for nuclear weapons,
and had mastered a detonation system that would trigger a nu'iear explosion.
Military officials believe
Iraq could build a bomb in a
matter of months if it
obtains weapons-grade uranium.
"The effective organizations there in 1990 are, apart
from a couple of people, still
there today," said former
arms inspector Tim
McCarthy. "One can imagine
all sorts of technical
approaches to building a
weapon, but none of that is
possible without the people."
Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld also pointed to
Hussein's nuclear science
cadres.
"To the extent that they
have kept their nuclear scientists together and working on

on nuclear weapons,
this week.

WWW.

theguardianonline.
com

LOOKING FOR QUALITY CHILD CARE?
Mini University, Inc.
operates 3 nationally accredited centers.

M o n t g o m e r y County's M i n i University - 4 6 1 - 9 0 2 7
Adjacent to the Montgomery County Administration Building
W r i g h t State University Child Dev. C e n t e r - 7 7 5 - 4 0 7 0
Located on the Wright State University Campus
M i a m i V a l l e y Hospital Child C a r e Center - 2 2 4 - 3 9 1 6
Adjacent to Miami Valley Hospital on 28 Hill Street
Our programs offer
* low staff-child ratios * * highly trained teachers *
* hands-on, developmental^ appropriate curriculum *
* full and part time schedule options *
accepting registrations for.

50% OFF
NEW REGISTRATIONS WITH THIS AD!
(a $25.00 value)
For more information please call or visit the center closest to you.

®mmEnDQi!irKrices:

BIM of Hie LARGEST selections of USED BOOKS!
Shop online at ocampus.com 24 hours a day!

No Mas. no hassles!
Guaranteed low prices!
Ms* find DVD's. CO's college & greek apparel
laptops, at prices louver titan your college
bookstore!

BrnMad0 or more!
ccarnpus.com
Books arid Stuff..Cheap.
D

$280

fcrtt«r coupon
cod. "TEN200
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Welcome Week 2002
Activities a n d Programs
September 14-20
Welcome Week - Sponsored by
Student Life
September 16-27
Vendor Sales - Student Union Atrium
September 18
First Day of Classes
Dusk
Drive-in Movie- uixler water tc .verSponsored by UAB
Evening
Peer 2 Peer Cookout - Wtxxis
Vfolleyball Court
Sponsmxl by Peer 2 Par

September 20
l()am-3pm
5-9pm

September 19
Departmental Open Houses
8am - 7pm
9-1 lam
! 0:30-Noon
Noon-2pm

4-7 pm

Open Housp Wright Copy, E008 SU
Sponsored hv Printing Services
University College Open Housel SO f Tniversity Utill
Sponsored by Univosity CoOege
Carnival - Russ Lobby Sponsored by
College of Engineering and
Computer Science
COLA Frcshman Reception- 1st flcxr
lobby. Milkst
Sponsored by College of Liberal Arts
Amiy ROTC Open House328 Fawcett Flail
Sponsored by Military Service
Reception- 2nd Floor Millet
Sponsored by Honors Progr.im
Open House-148 Millefl
Sponsored by Women Center and
Women's Studies
AHNA Center Open House-154
Milk.it Sponsored by AHNA Center
"You Fit With Us" ReceptionAllyn Hall Lobby
Sponsored by CEHS Student Services
Welcome Reception- Sponsored
by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority

Black Greek Forum- SU Atrium

September 28
Spn:

September 18-20
9am-6pm
Art, Print, and Poster Sale- Quid
Sponsored by Peer 2 Peer

Fall Fest-Quad Sponsored by UAB

September 26

Rocky Horror Picture Show- MRP
Sponsored by UAB

Follow-Up Events:
Sep. 18
Oct. 25-26

All fraternities- normal rush begins
Homecoming Sponsored by
Alumni/Student Life
Oct. 2
Career Fair- Sponsored by Car. Ser. Welcome Back Students!
Oct. 31
Open House- Sponsored by
Printing Services
Welcome Week - September 14-20 2002
Oct. 23
College of Engineering and
Computer Science Club Fair
FaH Fest - September Z i, 2002
Oct. 30
College of Science and
Mathematics Informational
Do the U/Ctub Fair - October 10,2002
Open house
First-Year Connections
Homecoming - October 2S&26,2002
Fridays Fall 2 0 0 2
Sep. 27
Oct 4
Oct 10
Oct 18
Nov 1
Nov 15
Nov 22

Meet the Greeks- SU atrium
Tunnel of Oppression- SU atrium
DO THE U &Club Fair- SU
Real World- SU atrium
Oh. the places you'll Go-SU atrium
Wellness Fair- SU atrium
Pep Rally- SU atrium

2002-2003 Commuter Programs
Fafl Quarter
Sep. 26
Q.1.9
Cfct 24
Nov. 14
Efcc.2
Dec. 3

Good Morning Commuters- Commuter Lounge
Good Morning Commuters- Rike Study Lounge
Gxxl Evening Commuters- Rike Study Lounge
Good Morning Commuters- Commuter Lounge
Finals Survival- Library Annex
Finals Survival- Commuter Lounge

Parents' Weekend - January 31-Feb. 2
Little Sibs Weekend - April 25-27,2003
May Daze - May 2,2003
Student Recognition Reception - May 22
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"Goldenberg" continued from p. 3

i

decision to continue his term
at Wright State was "based
on our view of the extraordinary impact this university is
having on the lives of so
many people in the community, both regionally and
globally," Goldenber
'd.
"Wright State has continued
its tradition of recruitin 4 and
retaining a wonderfully 'alented faculty and staff, \% ho
have helped us achieve an
impressive array of accomplishments."
Since Goldenberg's
appointment in 1998, WSU
has become the third highest
of 15 Ohio public universities
that receive federal support
for research, said the Office
of Communications and
Marketing.
President Goldenberg has
overseen an increased enrollment of Miami Valley valedictorians, expansion of programs promoting diversity
and international campus
relations, renovation of university facilities and
improved relationships with
alumni, business community

and state and federal offices.
The relations built
between Goldenberg's management team and federal
officals led to the preservation of the Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base Medical
Center and Wright State has
gathered increased local support in its first capital campaign, raising over $26 million toward the $40 million
goal in just three years,
according to the OCM.
"All of these accomplishments and many more bode
well for the future of our
university, which has become
known for providing the best
value among the top universities in Ohio," said
Goldenberg. "We have maintained that position despite a
challenging year of state
budget cuts."
Goldenberg was also
recently appointed chair of
the Inter-University Council
of Presidents of Ohio. The
15-member body with work
the presidents of Ohio's
four-year public universities
to finance higher education
within the coming biennial

budget. Goldenberg and his
wife, Shelley, currently
serve on more than a dozen
community boards.
Goldenberg is the fifth
presiden'
"'pht State.
He has b
the
WSU facul.
")83,
and prior t
ointment as presn
lur
years ago, was de u .i of the
WSU School r i Medicine
from 1990 ti 1998.

"Millet" continued
from p. 3
would require changes in
plan. "As with any large construction project there are
always changes. Millet had
its share," said Denlinger.
"Several change orders were
issued for the exterior
because of drainage and
water leakage problems,"
added Denlinger.
Faculty, staff, and students are pleased with the
new look of Millet and hope
it presents new opportunities for them.
"The new building is
wo.iderful, beautiful, and a
delight to be in," said Jimmy

Chesire, F.nglish professor.
"/ id the Fnglish department faculty, which has
been scattered around can
pus and in several locations
for years, is now, for the
first time in my ten years
here, housed in the same
location with all our individual offices contiguous!"
"So far I'm real excited
about it. I have three classes
in there this quarter and I'll
hopefully be able to use it
to my advantage. Having my
teachers and peers in the
building will hopefully be a
big influence on me," said
Jeff Tillinger, English major.
The Department of
Communication as well the
multicultural centers now
have their offices housed in
a single location making the
move a positive one for
them.
"Our Department was
spread out across six buildings on campus for 18
months which was extremely inconvenient," said
Jennifer Alexander-Paul,
Department of
Communication.
"It's great, we can pull

resources and collaborate
more to serve students better," said Mai Nguyen,
Director
Asian/Hispanic/Native
American Center.
"The building is beautiful, more visible, and students and guests can find
us easier and see the efficiency of all of us working
together," added Nguyen.
The artwork known as
"Horizons" was added
between Allyn and Kike was
completed in late July by
Will Nettleship, but was part
of a separate funding for
Allyn Hall.
The renovation of the
old wings of Allyn connecting to Millet is on hold
because of a lack of funding
according to Denlinger.
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Cam. s housing is a "rip off"
By Kevin W. Bold 5 Jr.
Sophomore. Indut trial
Engineering
As a student living on
campus, I pay $5,445 to
live in a double (in the
Woods). In some cases,
depending on where you
live, housing costs more
than most students'

Uiitiot). II I am paying so
much money, then why are
there additional fees when
staying on campus during
academic breaks;' I don't
know the reason why, but !
think it's a rip off.
When I signed the
Campus Community
Agreement, I noticed that the
agreement covered a nineand-a-half month period. We

pay for nine and a half
months, but we only slay for
about eight and a hall
months.
During winter and spring
break, we are told to leave
unless we want in pay an
additional fee to stay during
the break, excluding the
month of December and the
week of Spring Break, we are
actually living on campus

for eight and a half
months but we already
paid for nine and a half
months So why do we have
to pay that extra fee?
Although some may disagree and say that we are
getting a great deal for stay
ing here on campus, I still
think we should have to pay
only one rate and no additional break fees.

SPRING CLEANING

CHUCK.

pAfW

Letters to the Editor
-The Guardian encourages letters to the
editor and commentary pieces from students, faculty, administrators and staff
-letters should be typed, have the writer's
printed full name, address, daynme phone,
major and class standing (if applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is i p.m. on the
Friday prccceding the next issue
• Letters should be kept to 500 words or
• All letters are subicct to editing for space
and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
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to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed vwll not
be used
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Opinion
Letters to the Editor
Freedom is too much to sacrific.
By Nicnolas Barnard
Senior, Theatre Studies

our way of doing things, and
bring the rest of the world
up to our "modern, better
1 know where I was a year way of life."
We've been getting
ago. We will always know
what we were doing on Sept. punched, poked and prodded for the last several
11.
years, by the 1993 World
A year ago, I was sitting
Trade Center bombing, the
in the lounge of my new
bombing of two American
home, in Maple Hall, writing
embassies, the bombing of
down figures and words in
the USS Cole and finally
an attempt to comprehend
turning the American United
what had just transpired
during the past 12 hours. In
jets against us.
We are now preparing for
concert with everyone
around me I was questioning the first time in at least one
hundred years to declare war
what the future would hold.
We now have a glimpse at on another country that has
the future via its first year.
not violated the borders of
We have declared war on or attacked its neighbor. In
addition, we are preparing
an ideal; but perhaps we've
been fighting this war for a
this after an era of unprecedented international coopersignificant time without
knowing that we are fighting ation without the participation of or even consent from
it. America, as well as many
other nations, have been
our friends and allies.
In a grand trampling
involved in a race to export

traded away the respect of our laws, constitution and allies

parage to make our great
nation more secure we have
trampled over our great
nation. We rushed lo arms,
searches, name calling and
perceived security. In the
process we have overlooked
some of our ideals. The
Executive branch of the
Federal Government has
appropriated for itself the
ability to hold anyone,
including U.S. citizens, without accusing them of any
crime and without communication with a lawyer
It is now possible for the
executive branch to tap any
phone, open any internationally bound letter or package
and monitor Internet activity
without the precious checks
and balances which hold our
government together. These
now inactive judicial checks
would prevent a runaway
executive branch on a

McCarthyist witch-hunt that
most Americans have chosen
to ignore.
If the road to hell is
paved with good intentions,
it started on Sept. 11, 2001.
We have allowed a small
group of attention starved
people, determined to make
their point, to compel us to
take actions that belong to
countries like China, North
Korea, Stalinist Russia or
Iraq. These actions don't
belong to a sovereign, tempered, well respected and
freedom loving country that
has been the United States of
America.
I compel everyone in the
Wright State community to
on this day one year and a
week after the horrendous
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001 to
access their freedoms, and
rights and ask themselves
this: is what we traded away

worth what we gained?
No.
We traded away the
respect of our laws, our constitution and our allies. All
this for a security that will
undeniably have a weakness
that will be exploited by
those willing to use the tactics of terror to gain the
attention of the world.
One of the most valuable
pieces of insight I've found
during the last year of contemplation comes from the
author of The Declaration of
Independence, Thomas
Jefferson. Jefferson stated:
"War is an instrument entirely inefficient toward redressing wrong; and multiplies
instead of indemnifying losses." I fear Jefferson would be
ashamed of what we have
allowed ourselves to lose:
our precious freedoms.

Iraq threatens world, not the United States of America
By Josh Sweigart
Opinions Editor
1 need your tray tables up
and seats in an upright position. My name is Josh and I'll
be your captain through
these particularly rough
waters of history in the mak
ing.
As the new opinions editor I'd like to make a couple
things clear. First, if you
have a view on anything,
especially disagreeing with
me, write a letter and send it
t(, me. I'm crazy about dissent in all its forms, and I'd
hate to be the only one trying to think around here.
Second, I abhor apathy as a
mindset of the weak and stupid.
Politically I'm a democratic-socialist; physically I'm
a hedonist, philosophically a
realist and spiritually a nudist, that is I believe in baring

one's soul.
Now that the introductions are out of the way,
there's a lot happening on
this crazy spinning marble of
ours, so let's lock and load.
Mount up troops, cause
the skull-eyed ghost face of
war is spreading across the
Middle East. Armies are moving into place and the saber
rattling is reaching epic proportions.
But before we start dropkicking Patriot missiles into
villages, we need to start asking ourselves if this is a war
we should be fighting. I'm
not saying it shouldn't be
fought, I have no doubt that
Sodom (sic) is a megalomaniac madman with wet dreams
of world domination, and the
world has an obligation to
rid itself of these people
whether they be in the
Middle East, Africa or anywhere.

What I'm saying is that
there's this little club called
the United Nations which
has lofty goals like world
peace and freedom for all
mankind. Iraq poses a
threat, but the brunt of that
threat is to world stability,
not to us. And as an empire,
even if we were to fight for
the above-mentioned ideals,
it would be hard to tell, as
empires are famous for cutting throats in their own
interests.
Specifically, going it
alone has very real dangers
for the U.S. On the present
route, the blood shed by any
good guy will be ours, and
that's a helluva cross to
bear. Also, this is a pledge to
financially rebuild two
i.ations simultaneously by
ourselves. (Remember
Afghanistan?)
These threats wouldn't
be nearly as ominous if the

world had our back. And
more importantly, we wouldn't leave ourselves in a situation five years down the
road where 'h<' region sees
us as an occupying imperialist with armed targets in
their backyards.
UN support would legitimize this war to the entire
world, and an honest effort
to seek this support would
help convince the rest of the
world that we're not just
bloodthirsty. Remember,
they see our death penalty,
our inner-city youth carry ing
legal firearms and they know
what we watch on TV, and it
wouldn't hurt to look a little
more humane.
Will the UN help? Yes,
but they need more time.
Our invasion force will be
ready in less than 60 days
(yep, that soon), and they
stiU have a few more of
those crazy diplomatic-

notions to try. But they're
tired of Iraq, and when this
weapons inspection goes
bunk they're willing to play
the strong arm card. We'll
also have to play by their
rules, and that means no executing of captured terrorists.
Above and beyond ill
else. Bush needs to change
his rhetoric. There's a clear
difference between an appeal
and a demand, and Emperor
Dubya II threatening the only
world diplomatic body if
they don't cooperate is not
what any cat on this planet
needs.
This is a dangerous time
to have your eyes open,
cause we are writing the
pages of history with more
suspense than a Tom Clancy
novel. The question is
whether the infancy of the
21 st Century will be a story
of worldwide cooperation, or
American dominance.

I
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doesn't mean
you have
to look like
you blew
your summer
s. savings.
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WSU PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
CAMPUS SHUTTLE SCHEDULES
ROUTE 1

—

T

M

-

ALL
HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE
PARK
LANE
HALL / SU
7:18
7:22
7:15
8:07
8:00
8:03
8:48
8:52
8:45
9:37
9:33
9:30
10:18
10:22
10:15
11:03
11:07
11:00
11:52
11:45
11:48
12:33
12:37
12:30
1:22
1:18
1:15
2:07
2:03
2.00
2:4S
2:52
2:45
3:37
3:33
3:30
4:18
4:22
4:15
5:07
5.03
5:00
5:48
5:52
5:45
6:37
6:33
6:30

—

MONDAY -

R O U T E

3

—

1.45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45
2.55
3:05
3:15
3:25
345
4:05
4:25
4:45
5:05
5:25
5:45
6:05
6:25
6 45
7:05
7:25
7:45
8:05
8 25
8:45
9:05
V:25
9:45
10:05

FRIDAY UNTIL 6:55 P M

TIMES US TED ARE DEPARTURE
TIMES
WOODS
MILLETT
h'/NORS
HALL
PINE HALL
VILLAGE
DORM
7 40
7:35
7 26
7:30
8:20
835
8:15
8:11
9.10
9:05
9:00
8:56
9:55
9:45
9:50
9:41
10:40
10:35
10:30
10:26
1
135
1
1
:
2
0
1
1
:
1
5
11:11
12:10
12:05
12:00
11:56
12:5'
12:50
12:45
12:41
1:40
1:35
1:30
1:26
230
2:25
2:11
2:15
3:10
3:00
3:05
2:56
3:55
3:50
3:41
3*45
4:40
4:35
4.30
426
5:25
530
5:11
5:15
6:10
6:00
6:05
5:56
6:50
6:55
6:41
6:45

LOT 20

******
******
******
*"*""*
"""***
******
******
******
******

"*•
3:15
4:00
4 45
530
6:15

******

MCLIN
GYM
7:50
8:35
9:20
10:05
10:50
11:35
12:20
1:05
1:50
2:35
330
4.05
4:50
5:35
630

S A T U R D A Y S O N L Y

ALL TIMES LISTED
ARE
COLLEGE HONORS
DORM
PARK
VILI^QE
2:20
2:15
2:10
3:15
3:20
3:10
4
:20
4
:
1
5
4:10

635
6:30
7:30
7:25
8:30*
8:25*
•DROP OFF ONLY - N O

7:45
7:55
8:05
815
8:25
8:35
8 45
8.55
9.135
9:15
9:25
935
9:45
9:55
10:05
10:15
10:25
10:35
10:45
10:5f
11:05
11:15
11:25
11:35
11:55
12:15
12:35
12:45
1:05
1:25

1:35
1 45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
235
2:45
2:55
3:05
3:15
3.35
3:55
4 15
4:35
4:55
5:15
5:35
5:55
6:15
6:35
6.55
7:15
7:35
7:55
8:15
8:35
8 55
9:15
9:35
9:55

35
45
55
8:05
8:15
8:25
8:35
8:45
8 55
9:05
9:15
9:25
9:35
9:45
9:55
10:05
10:15
10:25
10:35
10:45
10:55
11:05
11:15
1135
11:45
1205
12-25
12:35
12:55
1:15

ROUTE 2

2003

H U R S . U N T I L 1 0 : 0 S P M / FRj^ U N T I L $ : 0 5 P M
'ART MIUETT

D E P A R T L O T 20
7 30
1:30
1:40
7:40
1:50
7:50
2
:00
8:00
8 10
210
2:20
8:20
2:30
8:30
2:40
8:40
2:50
8:50
3:00
9:00
3:10
9:10
3:30
8:20
3:50
8:30
4.10
9:40
4:30
9:50
4:50
10:00
5:10
10:10
5:30
10 2 0
5:50
10:30 10:40
6:10
10:50
6:30
11:00
6:50
7:10
11:10
11:20
7:30
7:50
11:40
8:10
12:00
8
:30
12:20
8:50
12:30
12:50
9:10
9:30
1:10
9:50

HAMILTON FOREST
LANE
HALL/SU
2:00
2:05
3:05
3:00
4.05
4:00

2002

......

6:45
6:40
6:35
7:40
7:45
7 35
8:45*
B:40*
8:35*
PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

DEPARTURE
WOODS

PINE HALL
2:25
3:25
4:25

650
7:50
8:50*

TIMES

MEUER
2:35
3:35
4:35

MALL
2:50
3:50
450

******

******

7:00
8:00
9:00

7:15
8:15
9:30

S H U T T L E S R U N O N L Y W H I L E C L A S S E S A R E IN S E S S I O N A N D D U r i l N 6 F I N A L S W E E K
NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS
ALL SHUTTLES A R E W H E E L C H A I R ACCESSIBLE
N O C H A R G E F O R R O U T E S 1 A N D 2.
$1 C H A R G E E A C H W A Y F O R R O U T E 3 (EXACT C H A N G E P L E A S E )
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Come see Cricket at the Atrium this Thursday and
Friday Septi
er from 19th and 20th!

Purchase the Nokicl 6 3 7 0 M o b i l G PhOflG for $ 5 9 . 9 9 or
the N o k i a 8 2 7 0 M o b i l e P h o n e for $ 8 9 . 9 9 and receive:
• Cricket Backpack
• Cricket Light Up Pen
• Headset
• 2 Months of Free Text Messaging
• Carabiner
• Cricket T-shirt
Get hooked up at these
participating Cricket locations
today!
2622 Colunel Glenn Hwy.
Fairborn, OH 45324
937.534.1456
Across from Wright State University
220 N.Springboro Pike
Miamisburg, OH 45449
937.534.1454
Next to Dick's Sporting Goods
1475 Upper Valley Pike
Springfield, OH 44513
937.325.3496
Inside Upper Valley Mall

Nokia
6370
Nokia

NOKIA

CONNFCTING PEOPLE

•$39.99 plan includes unlimited local minutes and 500 long distance minutes. Calling features include:
voicemail, caller ID, 3-way calling, and call waiting. Restrictions may apply. See store for details.

cricket

Comfortable wlrolMf*
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Wanna show up the Rowdy Raider?
Then show >is what you've got!
Join The Guardian staff...
We need a SPORTS
WRITER ASAP!!!
W h e n ? Fail through Spring
quarters

Qualifications
Live with a purpose
Christianity by Choice
Bold Worship to a Powerful God
Experience Jesus for Yourself

<

n e e d e d ? Some knowledge
of computers, writing skills
and a love of sports—(newspaper writing experience a
plus)
P a y ? Yes! Pay equals a onethirr1 in-state tuition stipend

How?

Contact Jessica
Donham, Editor-in-Chief of
The Guardian at 775-5534 or
stop by the office at WO 16
Student Union. Please submit
an application, resume and
newspaper clippings or proof
of prior writing experience.
www.theguardianonline.com
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Scene

Visual Arts. Music. Film. Theatre.

Admiration turr
By Jon Burns
Staff Writer
Admiration becomes
obsession, deception overtakes trust and love falls victim to high school seduction
in Swimfan.
Ben Cronin, played by
Jesse Bradford, is Ivy League
potential. His swimming skill
has put him at the top of his
class socially and academically. His future in the sport,
in school and with his girlfriend, Amy, looks more
than promising. He is on top
of the game, right in the
middle of the spotlight.
This all changes with the
arrival of a new student:
Madison Bell, played by Erika
Christensen. She is a sweet,
fight-eyed blond, with a radiance that demands Ben's
attention from their first
hallw ay meeting. The seductive new girl in town tears
apart Ben's bright future.
Produced by John Poison,
Swimfan grips you from the
beginning with a solid, escalating plot and well-developed characters. Though predictable at points, Swimfan

fails to lose its viewers
attention, as Madison's
attraction to Ben swells from
temptation, through seduction to outright obsession
and ultimately to murder. As
Ben's focus on his swimming begins to dwindle, the
people around him begin to
suspect the reoccurrence of
a dark past riddled with
drug abuse and jail time.
Bradford also performed
in the recent motion picture
Clockstoppers. He can also be
seen in Admiring Melora.
Bradford co-starred in Bring
it On with Kirsten Dunst. His
many films are credit to his
acting ability.
Christensen starred in
Traffic, a movie by Steven
Soderbergh. Christensen costars in the new movie The
Banger Sisters and can be
seen in Home Room.
Along with Bradford and
Christ-ensen, Shiri Appleby
plays Ben Cronin's faithful
girlfriend. She can be seen in
the series Roswell, Perfect
Family, a film on the USA
Network, and Family Prayers.
Swimfan possesses many
of the attributes that keep
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deadly in Swimfan

Ben, played by Jesse Bradford and Amy, played by Shiri Appleby, comfort each other
following a confrontation with a deadly and obsessive "swimfan."
audiences attentive and
intrigued. Escalating from
the introduction of two high
school sweethearts, audiences are given a solid perspective of the deception,
obsession and malice that
starts as a rolling boil within
Madison Bell and, ultimately,

leads to murder.
She sets what she wants
and will stop at nothing to
get it. She will even go as
far as to sabotage Ben's
work at the community hospital.
Swimfan is a classical triangle of conflict—portraying

high school jealousy, attraction and deception. Though
the ending is sprung on the
audience, it does not disappoint, and with a final view
of the pool, audiences are
given evidence of the ultimate price of obsession.

WSU Student works with issues of DNA profiling
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
Many people dream of
entering the world of forensic science. DNA investigations and bestowing justice
upon villains sounds very
appealing to a lot of people,
but it also seems beyond the
average person's grasp, as
far as their careers are concerned.
For the past 10 months,
however, Jason Gilder of
Wright State has been experiencing these fantasies firsthand.
Gilder is working for a
young company called
Forensic Bioinformatic

Services. The company was
started in April of this year
by Professor Dan Krane of
Wright State.
Other founders of the
small company include professors Travis Doom and
Michael Raymer, both also
members of the Wright State
faculty, Dr. Simon Ford and
Professor Bill Thompson,
experts from California.
The work brought Gilder
to Indianapolis and Chicago
over the summer. It also
awarded him the one-of-akind experience of going to
Tucson to perform DNA profiling and analysis in the
actual courtroom for an
attorney, in front of a judge

and jury. This is one of the
first times that a student
has done this in a courtroom.
The unique opportunity
for Gilder arose through his
participation in the
Bioinformatics Research
Group at the university.
His job, and the purpose
of the company, is to help
create software whose purpose it is to take the DNA
profiling from the labs and
find any problems there
might be with it, to analyze
and interpret the results and
to compose a report of the
outcome all automatically.
Many people think that
DNA is infallible evidence.

What they don't know is that
there are many problems
that arise that make it difficult to read and interpret the
reports. The overall goal of
the company is to make the
DNA analyses quicker, better
and more reliable, for clients
and cases. "The testing labs,"
notes Gilder, "often will
cover up evidence that's
there. They want to make it
nice and pretty."
The company he is working with strives for justice by
taking an objective stance in
the trial. Indifferent of the
outcome, they keep things
purely scientific to find the
truth.
The Bioinformatics

Research Group of which
Gilder is a part is headed byprofessors Doom and
Raymer and is based at
Wright State.
The goal of the group is
to create cutting edge computational devices to analyze
and understand biological
data. Other members of the
group are working on other
issues such as drug structure
and design, analysis and
diagnosis of diseases and a
malaria drug.
The opportunity afforded
to Gilder is once in a lifetime
and it is not surprising that
it has directed into a career
path that he will pursue.

I
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got math help?

Authority Zero breaks
out of Arizona

m

The Mathematics I .earning Center provides fro
in assistance
t( students enrolled in most introductory mau
rses. Visit
www.wrighl.edu/univ college/mlc to check the loca..on and hours
for your course.

Mathematics Learning Center
240 MM Building
159 Kuss Engineering Center
Authority Zero
By Jon Burns
Staff Writer

Again Voted Dayton'sBest
Place to Take A Date!

oc

433-LAFF
www.jokerscafe.com

Again V o t e d Dayton's Best Place t o C e l e b r a t e
•iVr f•

N ^ d i » M b « r i
«rrwr r * t r

iu>

U s Girls
F a k j M u . » i t U»

B h o w l l m a a :

T l m r & S u n 8|>m
l n S & l«::iUp.m
S a t 7,9.15
& I I: I 5 p m
/ J i u r ftpm
t-ri it- Sat t'iirly
viMiu'« art' ( U I I H L ' / I I V 1

C o l l e g e ID g e t s y o u in for j u s t
S5 at t h e S a t 1 1 : 1 5 s h o w !

Jotters c a n be
r o n t o d o u t for
private functions?
•V«lc a i i u n n | > c r fet m o r e i n f n

•\11 p i f * ' i n ' i s t b e 18 o r o l d e r w.' vnlid n > nod t h e r e ' s n 2 i t r m i a i a u i m fot nil cuc-st?

home of boredom and
monotony. The lines "I am
going down to Mesa
Town/gonna see what the
Breaking out of the local
heck is going down/don't
stereotype is Authority
know why the people are still
Zero's main focus and they
here/so I'm gonna have
have nearly realized their
another beer" further articu
goal. Releasing their freshlate their contradicting views
man album. A Passage in
of their hometown.
Time, Authority Zero is
When it's time to be seribeginning to taste more than
ous, Authority Zero fails to
just local success.
disappoint.
With their
Singer Devore, guitarist
biggest hometown hit, "One
Bill Marcks, drummer Jim
More Minute," Authority Zero
Wilcox and bassist Jeremy
gets into a six-minute groove
Wood want to get their
that breaks away from the
sound as far from their
usual short, kickin'-the-boots
hometown of Mesa, Arizona
spitting punk.
as possible.
The contradiction
•\ Passage in Time brings
between the vocals sty les of
a message that is simultaneDevore and Marcks during
ously positive and negative.
It refuses to let the depiction the chorus opens the door to
a great choppy reggae beat,
of life in Arizona go without
blended with guitars and
mention. "Mesa Town," a
drums.
track towards the end of the
Fans of modern punk will
disk, portrays a life back
find Authority Zero's grinding guitars, quick, sputten d
lyrics and fast walking br ss
lines familiar. Similar sounds
include Green Day, The
Dropkick Murphys and
Rancid. Rancid fans will easily dig the reggae that Devore
conjures up on "Sky's the
Limit."
Authority Zero, claiming
influence from Minor Threat,
Bad Religion and Op. Ivy,
brings a punk sound that
many will identify with. If
nothing else, give them credii for dressing their buddy
Bart like Richard Nixon and
turning him loose into their
live crowds to start fights.
Hey, it's punk. Visit
www.Iavarecords.com.

College, l€> 'Night
6-tjcty

Thursday

w/at
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Joshua Redman kicks out the jazz
ward, concluding in the
•nfamiliar, yet satisfy ing,
is yet another track
re the rock organ and
udering, melodic sax
d with the funk-swing

bass lines and drums for a
comfortable mix that proves
that Redman and his trio are
comfortable and excited with
their new approach. They
seem to pull it off exception-

ally well and quite naturally.
And as if to needlessly establish reliability again, the
" S a x " c o n t i n u e d o n p.
22
THE

WARRIORS CHALLENGE
MUAY THAI KICKBOXING

CHAMPIONSHIP
Saturday, Sept. 21 8om
Watch the 5 Round Title Fight Sanctioned by
United World Muay Thai Associated
Where: Montgomery County
Fairgrounds Coliseum
Joshua Redman
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
If one were to choose a
single word to describe
Joshua Redman's new album.
Elastic, it would be just
that—elastic.
Following a decade as one
of the jazz world's premier
saxophonists, Redman has
broken away from his usual
acoustic sound to take listeners with him as he stretches
into new, bolder territory
with his latest project.
Redman's accompanying
trio for Elastic is a collaboration of former contributors,
Sam Yahel on keyboards and
Brian Blade on drums, that
takes them to a sound
Redman has been consider
ing for quite some time.
Efforts to create a less
acoustic, more "groovebased" sound were well
rewarded in Redman's latest
disc. While all of the old
compositional elements of
classical jazz are still there,
Elastic has been able to introduce new sounds and technologies into his musical
arsenal.
A new approach to studio
production was required for
Redman to accomplish his
goals in this experimental
stage of his career.
Recording a majority of
the tracks live in the studio,
the songs were then tweaked
sometimes subtly and sometimes more overtly with

effects that managed to
enhance the music's expression. The electronic sound
docs not stick out by any
means, but the overlapping
tracks, complex rhythms
and key board effects are
quite evident and offer the
listener something more
than traditional.
Elastic's opening track.
"Molten Soul," makes it clear
to the audience immediate
ly, with its boastful introduction and electronicainfluenced melodies, that
Redman is confidently stepping from the ordinary and
is almost playfully dragging
listeners along in this new
uncharted territory.
The album flows on gently and courageously into
another standout track,
"Still Pushin' that Rock."
This song is an excellent
tribute to the trio's classic
rock influences such as l.ed
Zeppelin and The Doors.
With the chaotic rock organ,
thrilling keyboard effects
and debonair saxophone,
the listener can depict elements of such electronicbased contemporary groups
as Radiohcad and Air.
The song "Boogielastic"
makes for a worthy title
track, if that's what it is.
The amiable exchange
among the saxophone's harmonic and unison overlaps,
the complex rhythms and
the well-balanced keys pulls
listeners backward and for-

Tickets: $15 G ->neral Admission
$20 Ringside
$25 VIP
$15 Under 12 Ringside
$10 Under 12 Gen. Adm.

Tickets Call Tama Marital Arts 253-9966

SHOP WITH US AND KEEP MORE HONEY IN YOUR POCKET!
At Plato's Closet* w e carry the best
in g e n t l y u s e d b r a n d n a m e a p p a r e l
and accessories. W e ' v e got great

stuff
from
GAP,
J.
CREW,
A B E R C R O M B I E & FFTCH, G U E S S ,
CK,
DR.
MARTENS,
LUCKY
BRAND, EXPRESS, AMERICAN
EAGLE, T O M M Y HILFIGER, O L D
NAVY,
FUBU,
PHATFARM,
I C E B U R G , P O L O , a n d m o r e — all
at u n b e l i e v a b l e p r i c e s ! A t P l a t o ' s
C l o s e t it's e a s y t o s a v e m o n e y a n d
look cool at the s a m e time. C h e c k
us out!

P L AT€)'S
B r a n d

C L @ S E T

N a m e

T e e n

Wear"*

Store Hours: Monday thru Saturday . . . 10 a.m. to 8 pat).
Sunday . . . Noon to 5 p.m.

Beavercreek
2476 Commons Blvd
off N. Fairfield next to Golden Corral
937-427-5224
Centerville
101 E. Alex Bell Rd.
In Cross Pointe Center
937-312-9321
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"My paper could beat
up your paper!"
... The Guardian
Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn S1.000-S2.000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour lundraising event.

|

Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.

Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get
j
with the program! It works Contact
CampusFundraiser at

|

(888)923-3238 or visrt

ETC Entices with two shows of good humor
By Krystle Barger
Features Editor
Two uniquely
'
shows are combi
ate one dramatic e\ >
theatre.
The Ensemble Thea
Cincinnati presents Glen
Berber's exuberant one-man
show, Underneath th • Lintel.
The show features a 1 brarian who finds an extremely

overdue book.
The book is overdue by
113 years, becoming the
most overdue book ever. The
librarian goes through a variety of antics to promote his
historically significant find.
Although Underneath the
Lintel proves to be brief in
comparison to the second
part of the evening, it is
packed with wit and humor.
Berger displays his wide

ra ige of acting ability in this
unique one-man show.
In Bed Among the Lentils,
by Alan Bennett, the wife of
an Anglican vicar, snuggiy
curled in an armchair drinking stolen communion wine,
seemingly speaks directly to
the audience.
She speaks blatantly
about God, her husband and
her recent affair with an
Indian shopkeeper.

Performances are at 8
p.m. Wednesdays through
Saturdays through October
and at 2 p.m. on Oct. 13, 20
and 27.
Tickets cost $28 for
adults and $22 for students.
Tickets are available at the
ETC box office at 1127 Vine
Street in Cincinnati.
For more information,
call (513)421-3555.

"Sax" continued from
p. 21

Sigma [ f l y ] A l p h a
Army ROtc may not Do a fraternity or sorority, but at times it can feel fike one. After
all, you'll ItrnJ the same kind cf teamwork, camaraderie anrt friendship. Plus, you'll
get to do challenging stuff like this that can help make you tougher, menially as well
as physically. Come talk to us at the Army ROTC department. We won't tun:, you.

ARMY ROTC

U n l i k e a n y o t h e r c o l l e g e c o u r s e you can t a k e .

-V.-

album ends on perhaps its
strongest point with a twopart track, "The Birthday
Song."
This is a song that is
somehow able to sum up the
entire album's theme and
purpose in just over seven
minutes. The first portion is
an extremely bold experimental statement that leads
into an ambient keyboard
and a confident, melodic saxophone. The ending is a reassuring section of music that
again has a very contemporary, technologically affected
flare.
Joshua Redman's Elastic
has proved that he knows
what his is doing as he naturally moves into this new
realm. Perhaps what makes
this disc such an enjoyable
one to listen to is his confidence in taking on these
unfamiliar elements with
such grace, while still maintaining the flavor of his classical jazz past.
Elastic is a great album
for any jazz tan and a
respectable moment in
Redman's career. He has
stretched this far and is
boastingly bouncing back
stronger and bolder.
www.theguardianonline.com
www.tneguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
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Local band Ripple strrv es for the big top
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
With this summer's
release of their self-titled
debut albi • and consistent
touring, ,ie Wright Statebased band Pipple has
gained the n spect of many
local venues .<nd an evergrowing fan base.
"We've broken many
attendance records," says
Aaron Farrier of Ripple. 'The
Dayton scene has been treating us great."
Ripple is the product of
the dreams of three Tipp
City,.Ohio, natives: James
Willoughby on vocals, Matt
Bayman on vocals and
rhythm guitar and Gus
Vonderhelde on lead guitar.
The trio met early on in
their hometown. Later, the
group was joined by Aaron
Farrier, another Tipp City
native, on drums and percus-

sion, as well as Dave Brown
from Piqua on the bass guitar. The gradual addition of
members made for a "plethora of genres" and greatly
attributed to the development of their truly unique
style.
Three of Ripple's members are either currently
enrolled at or already graduates of Wright State. Bayman
and Willoughby graduated
from WSU as English majors.
Farrier is a current business
major here.
The band claims quite an
array of musical influence
but refuses to establish any
certain musical style. "We
love to surprise you and
keep ) ou guessing," said
Farrier when confronted with
the question of how he .
would describe his band's
sound. This is the outcome
of five musicians coming
from five "very different

musical backgrounds."
*>er added that it "all
iart in the music"
they "use it as a
ep people interesteu
m and the music."
I hi K>iling pot of influen .es ranges from classic
g! oups like Led Zeppelin and
Th« Beatles to musical master ininds such as Dream
I heater and Pink Floyd, to
more contemporary groups
like Ween and 311. Ripple is
certainly serving up an
eccentric blend of tastes for
their audience.
Fully embracing their
influential differences, the
band hit the studio in the
fall of 2001 to record their
first EP, composed of six
tracks. Although, fate had it
that their sound engineer,
Michael Homyk, got them
signed to the record label
with which he w o r k s Scabby Brooks Records.

Thus, the EP extended into a
full-length, IG-track debut
album under the arms of a
label. The disc was released
in June of 2002. Ripple was
distributed to many stores in
and around Dayton and
Cincinnati and is sold online
and at gigs. "The response
from the album has been
explosive," said Farrier, "and
has been given great
reviews."
In the next several
months, Ripple hopes to kick
off a regional tour visiting
nearby cities like Columbus,

Indianapolis and Chicago—
also hitting many colleges on
the way. Ripple is working
hard, along with their crew,
Drew Davis, Valerie Naas and
Jessi Graham, to get the band
some decent exposure. "I feel
real strong that the best is
yet to come," said Farrier.
Given the name "Ripple,"
admiration for the band is
rapidly spreading from the
center. Farrier said,
"Everyone just needs to keep
their ears open... we'll be in
them soon!" To lean more,
visit wu w.ripplemusic.net.

Stressed Out?
G e t ya hair d o w n !

Managing Cosmetologist

Full Service

238-4705
395-3807 pac,er w/ voice mail

UnionActivitiesBoard
Upcoming Events
SEPTEMBER 18:

Drive - i n Movie

Between Forest Lane and Lot 7 at Dusk
Spider Man
SEPTEMBER 20:

SEPTEMBER 28:

Fall Fest

At the Quad
10am - 3pm

Rocky Horror Picture Show
8:00-at MRP
OCTOBER 6:

Hypnotist, Don Mannarino
Free
7:30 - 9:30
I
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Festival teaches cultural understanding and diversity
By Krystle Barger
Features Editor

Exploring new ways to
spread timeless ideas of
diversity, culture and peace
is at the heart of Culturefest
and its volunteers. The City
of Springfield will host the
sixth annual multi-cultural
festival, geared for the entire
family, on Saturday, Sept. 21.
Culturefest is an attempt
to achieve several goals
including educating participants about ethnic cultures,
promoting intercultural

understanding and entertaining through music, food,
dance and c r f , s . Last year's
event drew
>f over
6,000 peop:
Informatii
tertainment are ,
d to
create a learning CA* rience
that will not be forgotten.
Booths that arc dedicated to
educating the p ablic include
The Springfield 'eace Center,
Buckeye Trail Girl Scouts,
American Red Cross, DARE
and the Springfield Arts
Council. All educational
booths will be displaying

Induction
C e r e m o n y f o r NSCS
N a t i o n a l Society of C o l l i g a t e ScKol ars
When: Friday, Sep. 20
7:00 p.m.
Where: Medical Science
Auditorium
Questons, please contact
Tiffany at 253-3227 or at
mentzel.2@wright.edu

First Watch
BREAKFAST • BRUNCH • LUNCH

WELCOME

information regarding ethnic
cultures and history*.
No age group is forgotten
at Culturefest. Children will
be treated with a tent devoted to activities exclusively
for young people. These
activities will include cultural diversity crafts, colonial
school activities, ethnic cos
tume photos and Henna
artists.
Children will also enjoy
the siories created by Lyn
Ford, Rick Carson, Hank
Arbaugh and Martha McLead
in the Storytelling Tent.
There will be a main
stage and a dance stage
devoted to educating the
entire family about ethnic
dances and songs. Some of
the entertainers include The
Springfield Dulcimer Club,
The Celtic Academy of Irish
Dance and The Muleskinner
Band.
Other points of interest
at the festival include the
Beer Garden and various
entertainers strolling
throughout the area.
Peace Village, an area of
the festival that will offer
health and peace-oriented
experiences and activities,
will be open to the public
from noon until 6:30 p.m. At
the heart of the village will
be a drumming circle for

Buy one e n t r e e
and 2nd e n t r e e
of equal or
lesser value i s
FREE*
expires 10/31/02

BACK

STUDENTS

Buy 1 get 1 FREE
FIRST WATCH WOULD LOVE T O SEE YOU.
*Not valid with other offers. Good only Monday- Friday.
University Shops Plaza - 2614A Colonel Glen Hwy. - Fairborn - 431-9150

personal and planetary
peace. Demonstrations will
include Reiki energy healing,
foot reflexology and Swedish
chair massage.
One section of Peace
Village will be devoted to
meditation, healing, wisdom
and care of the land.
Sessions dealing with meditation and centering will be
lead by Reverend Melissa
Leath. Anne Randolph will
be teaching participants
about the properties of
plants and potpourri.
Natural decorations will
be made with the help of
Eileen Sherrard. Poetical
reflections and sharing stories aren't just for children.
A corner of Peace Village has
been devot' d to poetry and
stories for a more mature
audience. This will include
Calen Rayne, Dr. James
Malarkey and others. These
stories range from poetical
reflections to Mexican and
Bolivian traditions.
An aspect of Peace
Village is devoted to tradi-

tional Japanese Arts. Several
volunteers will help participants learn the sacred art of
paper folding—Origami.
Ikebana, the Japanese art of
flower arrangement, will be
taught in a unique, hands-on
manner.
The day will end with a
closing finale performed by
the Children's Vision for
Light, Hope and Peace. The
music, song and prayer
release will be lead by Elba
Alicia Pagan.
It is an event that has
developed into a massive
display of ethnicity, diversity
and culture. Each booth is
unique and unlike the next,
ending with an inspiring
show of culture.
The festival will last from
11 a.m. until 9 p.m. at the
City Hall Plaza on the corner
of Fountain and High streets
in downtown Springfield.
Paridng and admission are
free.
For more information regarding Culturefest,
calJ 324-7380.

Painting with sound
By Jon Burns
Staff Writer

Produced by Jon Brion,
who has worked with other
artists such as Fiona Apple,
Rufus WainwTight and Aimee
Mann, Brad Mehldau's Largo
is abstract, classic, flowing
and choppy. It's jazz. It's not
jazz. It needs to be heard.
Largo, released in
August, encapsulates much
of what jazz piano has
become, and much of what
jazz piano was never expected to be. His style is less of a
style and more of a spectrum.
Listen to the disk's first
track: "When it Rains." Pay
attention. Mehldau is playing
a rainstorm on those keys. It
starts as a slow, creeping
drizzle and steadily escalates. Before long, a rainstorm is created out of
sound, and then it's over.
On "Sabbath," Mehldau
incorporates running piano
lines with the electric

sounds made popular by the
industrial music scene of the
mid-late '90s, into one cosmic structure. Somehow
these two complete opposites mixed with a solid—
almost assaulting drum
line—blend into a perfect
state of organized confusion.
Stylistically and technically Mehidau has done things
with tiiis album that he has
never tired before. Many of
these changes come in the
form of varied instrument
placement, different settings
and abstract instrument configuration.
Largo is a complete work.
It relies on every instrument,
on every note. One could
almost describe it as
rehearsed chaos.
It is alien and odd. It is
abstract. It's simply jazz.
Visit wwiv.wbjazz.com for
more information.
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Sports
Volleyball receii ~ national attention
Wright State's Sports Source

By Matt Koehler
Sports F "Hor
Senior outside hitter
Karis Day and her teammates
have been i >n a bit of a hot
streak the la st couple of
weeks receiving nationally
recognized individual awards
and team recognition.
After a respectable opening tournament at the FAU
Classic in Florida, the RaidTs
went into the Western
Michigan Invitational and
knocked off the #12 Spartans
of Michigan State. The
Volleyball Coaches
Association didn't look over
the Raiders upset over
Michigan State as the Raiders
received 15 points in the USA
Today/AVCA Coaches poll.
Through their successful
start, Karis Day has played
her way into the conference
and national spotlight.
Following their upset of
Michigan State, Day was
selec ted by the American
Volleyball Coaches
Association as National
Player of the Week as well as
being named MVP of the
Western Michigan
Invitational.
Day shined in their cham-

pionship victory over
Michigan State as she slated
a season-high 23 kills with a
.442 hitting percentage, eight
digs, five assists and three
blocks.
Making Day's National
Player of the Week recognition even more remarkable is
the fact that no Horizon
League player has received
the honor since 1993 during
the League's MCC days.
She corralled even more
awards as she was named
Horizon League Player of the
Week for two consecutive
weeks.
The Raiders took their
hot 5-1 record into their
home opener last weekend at
the Raider Challenge.
The Raiders won their
opener Friday in four games
over Austin Peay. Saturday,
the Raiders split with a three
game defeat of Central
Michigan and a tough three
game loss to Cincinnati.
Cincinnati won the tournament by way of a tiebreaker.
Day, along with junior
outside hitter Tricia Naseman
earned Raider Challenge AllTournament Team.

Senior outside hitter Karis Day serves one up for the Raiders
Photo by Justin Carman

Men's Soccer Win, Lose and Draw
By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor

Sophomore midfielder Brent Zoller fights off a defender for ball posession.
Photo by Justin Carman

The men's soccer team has gotten
off to a bit of a
slow start for their
2002 campaign.
The team came in
with a I -2 record
last week and
added to it a tie
with Alabama A&M,
a loss to rival
Xavier, and a win
over IUPUI.
Against
Alabama A&M, the
Raiders forced
overtime when freshman John McClain

found the back of the net on
a free kick with 14 minutes
left. Sophomore Winston
Marshall, cashed in on a
penalty kick earlier in the
game for the first goal.
In overtime, neither team was
able find the net as the game
ended in a 2-2 tie.
In the Raiders 1-0 shutout
loss to Xavier, the
Musketeers held Wright Stale
to only four shots on goal
the entire game.
Against IUPUI, junior forward Ricky Strong came up
big in the second half with
two clutch goals that paced
the Raiders to a 3-2 victory.
In the first half, WSU got

off to the early lead when
freshman defender Lucas
Brewer scored in the 37? h
minute while senior midfielder Isa Ar-Ra/.i earned the
assist.
Strong's first goal of the
second half came unassisted
while sophomore midfielder
I roy A/.uogu assisted his second goal.
The Raiders, now 2-3-1,
were picked to finish fourth
in the Horizon League preseason poll look to and gain
momentum going into the
conference portion of their
schedule.
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
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Women's soccer season starts slow

By Trent Montgomery
Staff Writer

The Wright State
women's soccer team has
not started the 2002 season
exactly the way they wanted,
•he Raiders are faced with a
record of 1-4-1 after the first
l games of the season.
They opened the season
u.ih a home debut loss of 2-

I to Northern Illinois. The
team out shot their opponents 24-:>, but despite all of
the Raiders shots <•
they weren't able t
only scoring once ti.
game which came in
half when Kim Chianes.
scored to tie tin- game at OK,
a piece.
Kut Northern Illinois capitalized on a defensive - ipse

and scored the go-ahead
goal midway through the
second half.
The team rebounded
after the opening loss and
won the second game of the
season, downing II'PHI, 3-1
on the road.
t he Raiders were very
active on offense and were
able to produce three goals.
The goal storing came from

Paleontologist Paul Sereno has encountered some
of the weirdest creatines that ewer walked the earth. Yet some of Ote scariest
things he's dlsctwcrcd aren't likely to bccomc extinct anytime soon. Sad to say,
mutual fund management fees will probably outlast us all. That's why Dr. Sertr

was afraid of getting eaten alive
to a company famous for keeping Ihe costs down That meant

Kim Chianese, Kristin
Blackwell and Kelly
Kammer.
The win was not only significant for the team, but it
marked the !>0th victory for
head coach Scott Rodgers
and his staff.
After evening their
record to I I the team trav
eled to California for the
Cal-Poly Invitational where
they would face both CalPoly and Pacific University.
However, the team came
back home empty handed
after being beat by both
teams.
The first game of the
trip was lost 1-3 to Pacific
and then two days later the
Raiders were defeated again
0-3 by host Cal-Poly. The
disappointing trip dropped
the teams' record even farther to I 3.
After a long trip back to
Ohio the team geared up lor
its next match against the
Flyers of the University ol
Dayton. The team played a
very tough match, but in the
end didn't have the fire
power to match Day ton's
strong and experienced
team and as a result suffered there fourth loss of
the season, 0-3.
Dayton proved too
strong and showed WSU
why they were a NCAA
Sweet Hi team a year ago.
All in all tiiough the
Raider squad play ed a hard
fought match, but just didn't have the scoring they
needed.
After the Friday night loss
to Dayton the team turned

around to face Central
Michigan at home on Sunday.
The Chippewas of Central
Michigan jumped out early
on the Raiders with a goal in
the first half, but the Raiders
didn't quit. Kelly Kammer's
left footed score late in the
first half tied the game one
to one.
Kristin Hanks came back
to put the Raiders in the lead
in the second half, but the
Chippewas answered right
back with a goal off a free
kick that Wright State goalkeeper Emily Flohre initially
saved but wasn't able to corral and Central Michigan capitalized on the rebound to tie
the game at two.
I he teams found themselves deadlocked in a hard
fought battle for the rest of
the second half and then
managed to battle scoreless
through two overtime periods to end the game in a 2-2
tie. The tie brought the
Raiders record to 1-4-1.
Despite the slow start
that the Raiders have had the
team still has all of its conference games remaining and
looks to bounce back. The
team will face Morehead
State Friday, Sept. 20 before
getting into conference play.
Right now Butler appears
to be the team to beat in the
conference after jumping out
to a record of 3-1 early in the
season. After Butler, the rest
of the teams all have losing
records, so it appears that
conference play could be
very close and hard fought.

ATTENTION: All Club Sports!
Want to be in The Guardian sports section?
TIAA
CREF

Here's how...send all results and stories to
guardiansports@yahoo.com.
If we have space they may get in...

www.thaiBapllifloxiline.com
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Season looks promising for goif team

By Trent Montgomery
Staff Writer
last year, Wright State's
Golf team placed second in
the Horizon League, missing
an automa '*• NCAA championship b u> only one place,
this year the Raiders again
find themselves in position
to take the top spot.
Last years team compiled
a 3-day team score of 923
placing second only to the
University of Detroit-Mercy
which shot a 913 for the
three day competition. By
winning the tournament
Detroit defended their team
title.
Despite finishing second,
Wright State's Jesse Hutchins
came away with tournament

medalist honors, leading the
field from start to finish with
rounds of 67, 72 and 75 and
was the only player to shoot
in the red, bettering his second place finish from the
year before.
With Hutchins returning
again this year as a senior
the team looks poised to
make a run at the team title.
Hutchins joined by fellow
senior John Schones (11th at
Horizon League), and sophomore Tate Prows (25th at
Horizon League), all got experience in last years league
championships, and will provide some much needed
experience to what will be a
very young squad.
The team lost Billy Day
and Andrew Lewis to gradua-

tion, both of which proved
to be key players for t he
" 'iders last year. So if they
•ive a good season,
be looking to a very
* talented group of
u.
ssmen, to step up
and tu nose gaps.
The team, who only has
tw o seniors on the roster
at J the rest of which are all

sophomores anu freshman,
will need some of the
younger guys to step right
into what appears to be a
very open top five.
The team will begin to
find out what they are made
of at their first match on
Sept. Kith and 17th, at the
John Piper Intercollegiate,

hosted by Bowling Green
State University. The in\ national will be a 54-hole
match and should prove to
be a very good opening test
for the Raiders.
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com

TUIYi
Serving our community for over 30 years at
3982 Colonel Glen Hwy

MONDAY & TUESDAY
10" Deluxe Pizza & 6 Wings
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
14" Deluxe Pizza
- Every Tuesday Nite MUG NIGHT!
- Every Thursday Nite Discount Pitchers!
- Pick-up available: Call 426-4266

Dayton's largest tanning salon
This twenty-year-old k n o w s h o w to p a r t y !

Six Wings. The Buffalo
Just $2."

Dayton- East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.
(Airway Shopping Center)

258-9530

Birthday Bash!
Crofcer 4

Play the
Peel twin Sweepstakes.

Dayton- South Salon
5730 Springboro Pk.
(Alex Bell Plaza)

299-1225

www.aplacetotan.com

$1.50 TANW
September 18-22
20 minute session

937.431.8555

Regular bed

2 7 7 6 Center Drive • Beaver Creek
Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon

Expires 9/22/02

a IMW
Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon j

I
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Raider Profile

Favorite Movie: Jay
and Silent Bob Strike
Back
Favorite TV Show:
The Simpsons

JUSi Ross

Favorite Musician:
Trent Montgomery

Senior/Crosr Country
Spencer, 0H/3lack River High
Birthday: April 24,
1981
Major/Minor:
Business
economics/international trade

Why you chose
Wright State: Because
of the cross country
program.
Favorite sport
besides cross country: Football

Nickname: Slim, JR

Favorite Song: "Kill
You" by Eminem
F avorite Restaurant:
Olive Garden

Khannouchi
Favorite sports team:
Cleveland Browns
Favorite Actor: Nate
Fabich

Best book you've
read: "Napalm and
Silly Puddy" by
George Carlin
Pet Peeve: People
who take things too
seriously.

Favorite Actress:
Stephanie Supan

Favorite Track
Athlete: Khalid

Most memorable
moment in cross
country: Winning
regionals in high
school my sophomore.
Most embarrassing
moment in cross
country: Placing 29th
at regionals in high
school my junior
year.
Part of your game
that needs improvement: finishing kick
Best part of your
game: strength and
endurance
Want to be in The Guardian
sports section?
Here's how...send a!! results
and stories to
guardiansports @ yahoo.com

WSU P H A R M A C Y
Located in the lobby of the Frederick White Center**

Reasons Why WSL' PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:
- We stock many of the popular over the counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
-Our supplier is Cardinal Distribution in Columbus, Ohio.
-We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medical supplies, such as bathroom safety, braces and supports, cervical

mippun, mabiMi'i I'uri1. mmiery. htiUMini'ni'i'

usromy, wound

management, and other areas as well.
-We give a 10 percent discount to seniors (age 60 and over) and
WSU students.
-We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
-The average wait for your prescriptions is under 10 minutes
and often five minutes.
-We now accept the Wright One Card.

J?.

\C

_A

Hours
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm

Also located in Fred White:

Internal Medicine: x4580
Student Health: x2552
Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner and

www.wright.edu/admin/fredwhite/pharmacy/

I
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Sport Schedule
Wed.

Tfturs.

Fri.

Women's Soccer

Sun.

@Loyol
a
3 p.r

Home
7 p.m.

Men's Soccer

Sat.

Home
7 p.m.

Men's Tt >nte

Vc

@UC
Ec rl
Yesting >meier
Invitat onal
@UD
6:30
p.m.

@XU
3:30
p.m.

1 Wflft YOU
FOR The Guardian
NEAREST RECRUITIWG STATION

Your comments, complaints, opinions

crosscountry
Golf

W*

p.m.

Wittenberg
Invitational

Men's and Women's

Tues.

@WIU
6 p.m.

Eastern 1 'inois Home
Invitat o. al
3 p.m.

Women's Tennis

Voleybal

Mori.

Fort Wayne
Tourr ament

or suggestions about the G u a r d i a n
s p o r t s s e c t i o n are encouraged. Let us
k n o w about t h e m via e-mail: guardiansports@yahoo.com

Participants Needed
Visually challenged are needed to participate in a study sponsored by the Federal Transit
Authority and conducted by Booz Allen Hamilton. The study is being conducted to
asses the readability of destination signs on public transportation authority buses.
-Participants MustBe frequent public transportation users
Have a corrected visual acuity between 20/70 - 20/400
Interested?
Contact the following people for further details and experiment dates:
Sarah Johnson at 937-255-5217 johnson_sara@bah.com
Or Becky Singer at 937-255 2477 singer_becky@bah.com
Participants will be compensated for their time.

Wednesday. Sep! 18. 2002 Tt»
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Classifieds
Trawi
Spring Break 2003- Travel
with STS " 'ericas #1
Student "lour Operator.
Jamaica, Car cun,
Acapulco, Ba hamas, or
Florida. Sell 1 rips Ham
Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals.
Campus Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummers.com
SPRING BREAK '03 with
StudentCity.com! Cancun,
Mazatlan Acapulco,
Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida!
RF.PS WANTED! Travel
tree and earn cash! Call 1800-293-1445 or e-mail
sales@studentcity.com
today!
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Sun Coast Vacations wants
to send you on Spring
Break 2003 for Free! Call
us now at 1-800-795-4786
or email: sales^suncoastvacations.com!

***ACT NOW! Guuarantee
the best spring break
prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras. TRAVEL FREE,
Reps needed, EARNSSS.
Group Discounts for 6+. 1888-THINK SUN (1-888844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
Sell Spring Break Trips
All the fun & All the
Protections. American
Express Worldwide
Guaranteed Best Buy 1
Free Trip for every 10
Paid or CaSh starting with
first booking you sell
we collect payments
World Class Vacations

Volunteers Needed. "Not
So Haunted House" Friday
& Saturday Oct. 11-26.
Center for people with
mental disorders.
Centerville. Call Cindy at
434-5835

Growing Profession.
Work in the Beavercreek
Sam's Clubs store (located
walking distance from
Wright State) demonstrating our newest division.
Each Ohio Energy employEarly Spring Break
ee must be a mature indiSpecials! Cancun & Jamaica
vidual with a strong
From S429! Free Breakfast,
charismatic, outgoing perDinners & Drinks! Award
sonality. Talented talkers
Winning Company! Group
average SI5.23 per hour
Leaders Free! Florida
($31,678 per year). During
Vacations from S149!
your training we will
springbreaktravel.com
develop you for a rapid
1-800-678-6386
advancement within our
organization. Intrigued by
Early Specials! Spring
sales? Call Andi at
Break Bahamas Party
(614)291-5400ext.l 260
Cruise! 5 DaysS299!
Includes Meals, Parties!
Bartender Trainees
Awesome Beaches,
Needed. S250 a day
Nightlife! Departs Florida!
potential. Local posiGet a Group And Go Free!!
tions. 1-800-293-3985
springbreaktravel.com
ext. 298
1-800-678-6386

r

Hildcare needed in my
reek home. 2
eek from 2 pm4 children ages
5-1
<11 Leslie at 6090924.
D ?&L -Join our Meter
Ri iding Team. DP&L has
part time opportunities
for meter readers in all of
our Dayton Service
Operations. In this position you will earn: A competitive wage, Incentive
bonuses, Flexible scheduling, Uniforms at no cost,
Mileage reimbursement.
For more information,
please call 1-800-7774427.
Student needed to help
with inside and outside
odd jobs. Various hours.
Can meet stuent schedule. Call John Wightman
at 426-3089.
Growing televisoin production company looking,
for a junior, senior, or
graduate student to assist
part-time with bookeeping, clerical work, and
other miscellaneous
duties. Reliable transportation, computer
skills, and a good attitude
are essential. Pay varies
based on experience. Call
226-7018 or fax resume
and cover letter to 2260408.

Anyone interested in
doing some good old
street corner harmony
i.e., doo wop. If interested contact Matt Luke 7752200

For sale. 1989 Toyota
Corolla. Good condition,
new muffler, Front line
pipe with recent oil
change. 169,000 miles.
$899.00 Call Stephanie
879-4081

Abortins thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test.
1401 Stroop Rd. 2933917. www.womensmedcenter.com
Need Cash? We buy,
trade, and consign used
musical instruments. Call
427-4382, or e-mail us at
musicgoround <* erinet.co
m for details. We also
offer lessons and repairs.
MUSIC-GO-ROUND 3464
New Germany Trebein Rd.
in Beavercreek.

For Sale 94 Hyundai Excel
2-door with 89,500 miles.
Light blue color, runs
good. Good condition.
New transmission @
50,000, new front brakes
79,000. True market
value at S 1,008, selling for
only S950. (937)879-1783
Ask for Ryan

Place your
c l a s s i f i e d ad in
t h e Guardian
today.

' - --•

FOP HMK

Apartment for Rent. Near
Smithville Road and WSU.
On busline. One bedroom.
S310 a month plus S200
deposit. No pets. Plus utilities. Laundry available in
basement. Call 426-7345
for info.

Clams, Wings,
Shrimp and
Oyster Roasts

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS. HOSTESS. AND KITCHEN POSITIONS

(937) 434-9464
(937) 434-0293 Fax

453 Miamisburg-Centcrville Rd.
Dayton. OH 45459

ginghamsburg

Ginghamsburg Church in Tipp City is looking for part-time
paid childcare ministry workers for weeknights and weekends for infants through 6th grade. Please send resume to
Ginghamsburg Church. Attn: Noel Garrett, 6759 S. County
Rd. 25A Tipp City, OH 45371 or email to
n-net.org Call 937-667-5677 ext.234
for more info.

Roomate needed to share
a 3-bedroom house. S400
a month including utilities. Call 233-3678 for
info.

r
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jMa|)lc View

Share The Guardian with a friend.

V/r1 cj h t Ei c CJ c . rUcjht
& Di IA J

Aparrmcnts
Tired of the dorms?
Minutes from Campus!
All Styles of apartments available!

Starting

at only $250per roomate
2 Bedroom Apt.

for a

Act now so you are not left without an
apartment for this fall!
BRING THIS fiiV IN AND GET $100 OFF!!
937-878-3973
118 Old Yellow Springs Rd.
Wright State's #1 Choice!
WEDFREE DRINKS FOR LADIES
9-11

THURS- KARAOKE

W W W J M

613 E. 5th St. in the
Oregon District
228-8060

SUN$2.00 PITCHERS

w. s l o o p y s b a r . c o m

Attention Students!
You are i n v i t e d t o our open
house!!
September 26
1:30 - 3:30
at the
Fredrick Wright Health Center

Student Health Services, in collaboration
with Wright State University Pharmacy and
Wyeth-Ayerst Pharmacueticals are able to
provide birth control pills at a cost to
students of *7.00 per month. Student Health
Services is able to perform your annual Pap
smear. STD testing and emergency contraception. Please call and make an appointment to see the Nurse Practitioner at
775-2552.

Meningitis Center
- Meningococcal disease can be devastating
- Incoming college freshmen are at increased risk
- Vaccination can reduce risk
Get Your Vaccination Today for Only $75

r
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www.theguardiononline.ccftB
Quality is our top priority. We have trained and
certified technicians. We are modern and fully
equipped. We handle any insurance claim.
426-9000
1203 N. Fairfield Rd.
Quick return of your car is our goal!

OR EAT MUSIC

Back by Popular L jmand!!

Students Beware!!
BIG BACK TO SCHOOL BASH
Wright State University
Students and Faculty
Meet new friends and see old ones.
Wed. September 18, 10pm - ?
Featuring Live Band and DJ.
Free Admission
25 cent wings. Fully stocked Bar

NITK
WSU's#i BAR!
in the heart of the Oregon District
(Zr'fjy .///#///-A///
Blues Jam w/ Brown Street Breakdown
'///rjf//•///

Spinning 6 Full hours of t e c h n o music
25 c e n t

draft

8 - 1 0 ! O p e n Tables

Hip Hop DJs - Open Mic - MC Battles

25 cent d r a f t 8-10!
College Nite Every Thursday!
Sl.Ou off ALL DftlNKS w/ WSU ID!

4139 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Beavercreek, OH.

Enjoy Local Live Bands
Live Music 6 Days a week! - Kitchen Open Late
430 E. 5th Street. Dayton
Oregon District!!
223-0540

What are the two main differences
between new textbooks and nsed ones?
New ones cost 25% more,
and oh yeah, they're shiny.
Save Big. Buy Used.
Where to get the Lhings you need.
.-S*'

WSU (Nothing &
Paperbacks
Dorm & Apartment
Accessories

V
WjfjBBBK

^ ^ Textbooks - Uux) & Sew
Art. Engineering
& School Supplies
Greeting Cards & Gills

www.wsucollcgcstorc.eom
2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy • Fairborn, Oh 45324 • 427 3338
Man-Fri 8:3Qam - 7pm Sitf lOwm 5pm

I

